Layered PDFs for Use in Transportation

These PDFs are “layered” to give the ability for instructors to turn on or off during the lesson. To turn a layer off, click on the eye symbol to the left of the layer. Click again to turn it back on.

**Layer Definitions:**
- **States** – Boundaries of Delaware, New Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania
- **Kent_Boundary** – Complete boundary of Kent County
- **Sussex_Boundary** – Complete boundary of Sussex County
- **NCC_Boundary** – Complete boundary of New Castle County
- **Cities_and_Towns** – All Municipalities
- **Sidewalks** – All built Sidewalks, crosswalks and footpaths
- **Roads** – All public roads
- **Rail_Lines** – All active rail lines
- **Transit_Routes** – All fixed bus routes as of Oct. 2009
- **DE_Schools** – All public/private schools as of Sept. 2009
- **Transit_Stops** – All fixed bus stops as of Oct. 2009
- **States_Labels** – Labels for neighboring states
- **Cities_and_Towns_Labels** – Names of all Delaware municipalities
- **DE_Schools_Labels** – Names of all schools

**Land Use Layer Definitions**
- **Developed_LU** – Land that have been built and classified as Industrial, Commercial, Government /Institutional or Urban Mixed Use
- **Houses_LU** – Residential Land either single-family or multi-family
- **Wetlands_LU** – All land designated as wetland
- **Other_LU** – Misc. land uses
- **Agriculture_LU** – All farm/cropland, orchards or agricultural buildings
- **Forest_LU** – All land classified as Forestland (all types)
- **Water_LU** – All Ponds, lakes and major rivers
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